Using ZeroCool Systems equipment and our Argos™ Control System
will make your indoor environment run smoothly 24/7. Set your
condition, set your alerts and Lean On Argos to help your team
be as efficient and successful as possible.

CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT 101
By ZeroCool Systems

An indoor cannabis grow needs the highest quality
room construction and the optimal controlled
environment in order for plants to be at their best.
The #1 obstacle to a successful grow is mold.
Removing the right amount of moisture is the
biggest challenge in preventing mold. This is
especially true in high humidity climates.
A packaged unit from ZeroCool Systems provide
your plants the perfect room environment 24/7.
You could buy separate pieces of equipment to
cool and dehumidify but these systems end up
ﬁghting with each other to reach their own desired
performance. This can be extremely inefficient and
provides poor room conditions making your
facility vulnerable to mold and other contaminates.
ZeroCool Systems are purpose built and designed
speciﬁcally for indoor farming, this is not
re-purposed equipment. We have been in the
climate control business for almost 50 years and
spent six years developing equipment speciﬁcally
for the cannabis market.
We design our systems
precisely to the set points
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you are trying to maintain in your facility. Every 1°F
or 1% humidity point you deviate from your
setpoint, can affect your yield and lose you
thousands of dollars. Your ZeroCool System will
pay for itself with what you save by having precise
temperature and humidity control.
We believe it is a matter of time before marijuana
becomes federally legal. When it does, the FDA
will have a stronghold on how business is done. At
ZeroCool Systems, we have experience with
government regulation agencies and our
customers will be prepared for any necessary
changes.

At ZeroCool Systems, we have developed the
Argos monitoring software to make sure you
always maintain environmental control. Argos
records and reports over 150+ data points about
each room at your facility around the clock.
Argos comes standard on every ZeroCool
Systems unit to take the guess work out of
growing. You can set up personalized notiﬁcations
to achieve a unique recipe for success and
download reports to continuously improve your
grow operation.
With Argos, you and your team have remote
visibility of how your equipment is performing at
all times. You will know the conditions your plants
are experiencing on a second by second basis and
you can make changes as necessary.
Argos data storage of one year is included with
your ZeroCool Systems purchase and additional
storage time can be purchased. This type of
record keeping will be required by the FDA when
this becomes federally legal. Save money and put
your facility in early compliance by purchasing a
ZeroCool System now.
If you want one unit to prevent mold, reduce your
energy footprint, record all relevant data for future
legal assumptions and help your business thrive,
then a ZeroCool Systems unit with Argos is for
you.

ARGOS FEATURES & BENEFITS
Control room environment from anywhere.

Make setpoint changes remotely.

Interface in real time.

Repeatable grow recipes.

Cloud based software.

Unlimited users.

Access anywhere in the world via wiﬁ.

Store room conditions and grow recipes for 1 year.

Optimized for desktop and mobile.

Repeatable grow recipes.

Live graphs of trending data.

Unlimited users.

Text and Email Alerts.

24/7 customer support.
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